Scoring / Competing
1. Each participant will compete in all three skills (Drive, Chip & Putt). An individual rules sheet for each skill
competition is available on the championship website (www.drivechipandputt.com).
2. Participants will accumulate points in each skill. The participant with the highest number of accumulated
points will be declared the Overall Champion of his or her age category.
3. In the case of tie in the overall score, the putting rank will serve as the tie breaker (followed by 1) chipping
and 2) driving if necessary).

Local / Regional Qualifying Scoring:
All championship scoring will be based on a 25-point-per-shot basis, with each participant taking three shots
per skill. Each participant will accumulate points per shot in all three skills (maximum of 75 points per skill =
25 points per shot x 3). The overall champion in each age category will be determined by the participant with
the most points accumulated between all three skills (maximum of 225 points = 75 points per skill x 3).

Driving
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

40-yard wide fairway – all shots must finish in the fairway to score points.
Flags marking both sides of the fairway at 25-yard increments beginning at 100 yards.
A ball coming to rest on any of the boundary lines is considered in bounds.
A ball coming to rest on any of the scoring lines will be scored in the longer of the two scoring grids.
In the event of a tie the contestant’s third drive will serve as a tie breaker (followed by second and first if
necessary). If a tie still exists, co-champions of the skill will be declared.

Point System for All Ages
1PT.

Up to 25 yards

6PTS.

110-120 yards

11PTS.

160-170 yards

16PTS.

210-220 yards

21PTS.

260-270 yards

2PTS.

25-50 yards

7PTS.

120-130 yards

12PTS.

170-180 yards

17PTS.

220-230 yards

22PTS.

270-280 yards

3PTS.

50-75 yards

8PTS.

130-140 yards

13PTS.

180-190 yards

18PTS.

230-240 yards

23PTS.

280-290 yards

4PTS.

75-100 yards

9PTS.

140-150 yards

14PTS.

190-200 yards

19PTS.

240-250 yards

24PTS.

290-300 yards

5PTS.

100-110 yards

10PTS.

150-160 yards

15PTS.

200-210 yards

20PTS.

250-260 yards

25PTS.

300+ yards

Chipping
1. Each participant will attempt three 10-15 yard shots at the scoring hole. All shots will be measured from
the center of the hole with a string clearly marking the scoring rings.
2. The difficulty of the shot will increase with age (A relatively flat lie with little to no break for U9 year
olds and an uneven lie with medium break to the chip for 14-15 year olds).
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3. A ball coming to rest on any of the scoring lines will be scored in the higher of the two point rings.
4. In the event of a tie the contestant’s third chip will serve as a tie breaker (followed by second and first if
necessary). If a tie still exists co-champions of the skill will be declared.

Point System for All Ages
1 PT.

A ball finishing more than 10’ from the hole

2 PTS.

A ball finishing 8’- 10’ from the hole

15 PTS.

A ball finishing 2’ - 4’ from the hole

5 PTS.

A ball finishing 6’ - 8’ from the hole

20 PTS.

A ball finishing 2’ or nearer to the hole

10 PTS. A ball finishing 4’ - 6’ from the hole

25 PTS.

Hole in One

Putting
1. Each participant will attempt one putt from each distance (6 feet, 15 feet and 30 feet). Putts will be
measured from the center of the hole with a string clearly marking the scoring rings.
2. The difficulty of the putts will increase with age (Relatively flat putts with little to no break for U9 year olds
with putts that increase in break as we advance to the 14-15 year olds).
3. A ball coming to rest on any of the scoring lines will be scored in the higher of the two point rings.
4. In the event of a tie the contestant’s third putt will serve as a tie breaker (followed by second and first if
necessary). If a tie still exists co-champions of the skill will be declared.

Point System for All Ages
1 PT.

A ball finishing more than 5’ from the hole

2 PTS.

A ball finishing 4’- 5’ from the hole

15 PTS.

A ball finishing 1’ - 2’ from the hole

5 PTS.

A ball finishing 3’ - 4’ from the hole

20 PTS.

A ball finishing 1’ or nearer to the hole

10 PTS. A ball finishing 2’ - 3’ from the hole

25 PTS.

Hole in One

2017 Championship Final Scoring
All Championship Final Scoring will be listed at www.drivechipandputt.com
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